Bamboo Aroma Diffuser
Manual
Bamboo Aroma Diffuser
A luxurious spa-like

Variety LED color options

feel to diffusing

Emitting the perfect amount

Automatically turns

of mist for a subtle diffusing

off when waterless

experience

This Aroma Diffuser uses Ultrasonic waves to instantly vaporize water and
essential oil in the tank to produce a fragrant mist.

www.plusvibes.com
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About PlusVibes’ Bamboo Aroma Diffuser
PlusVibes’ aroma diffuser comes in a spa-like bamboo design that
can also be used as a beautiful ornament. It is a conveniently-sized
diffuser that can be placed in the living room, bedside table and
office desk. You have definitely stepped up your diffusing
experience with this diffuser. Don’t forget to diffuse with PlusVibes’
essential oils!
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Components
10

01. Waterproof cover
02. Storage tank
03. Fog shock tablets
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04. LED lights (built-in)
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05. Switch/mode button
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06. Light control keys
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07. DC power jack
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08. Inlet
09. Charger
10. Air outlet
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Operation Instructions
1. Remove the wooden cover and lift the lid to reveal the storage tank.
Figure 1

2. Connect the charger to the DC power jack. Figure 2
3. Fill the storage tank with water (Do not add high temperature
water). Pay attention to the filled water level, do not exceed the max
line. Do not add water while the diffuser is operating. Figure 3
4. Add drop essential oil into water tank (3-4 drops).

5. Close the storage tank with the lid along with the wooden cover.
6. Plug the AC adapter into the power socket.
7. Turn on the diffuser by pressing the power button. Figure 4
a. First press diffuses for 1 hour
b. Second press diffuses for 3 hours
c. Third press diffuses for 6 hours
d. Fourth press diffuses continuously.
e. Fiffth press will switch off the diffuser.
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8. Press the ‘light’ button to switch on LED light and adjust according
to color and intensity. Figure 5
a. First press will activate the color shifting mode
b. Second press will lock in the color shown during colour shifting
mode.
c. Third press allow you to choose your preferred colour.
d. Press continously to turn off the LED light

9. If not in use, empty the storage tank and store the diffuser in a
dry area.
10. Diffuser will automatically turn off once the water in storage tank are
low or empty.

Figure 2
Connect
power

Figure 1

Open lid

Figure 4
On/Off button

Figure 3
Add water and
essential oil

Figure 5
Select color
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Attention

The diffuser can run for 360 minutes (6 hours).
The amount and intensity of mist produced may vary, factors that
affect this include water type, humidity, temperature, air currents.
The diffuser will auto power off when water runs out.
Apply only 100% natural essential oil. If they contain chemical
ingredients, flavors or impurities, it may cause damage to the
product.
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Accidental Leakage
In the event of the unit being knocked over or tipped during use,
please follow the steps below to avoid malfunction:
1. Unplug the unit and remove the cover.
2. Pour out any remaining water from the water tank.
3. Shake the unit gently to drain water, and then allow it to air dry
for at least 24 hours.
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Maintenance
After using 5 - 6 times, or 3 - 5 days, please clean products as per
instructions below:
Unplug the unit and remove the cover.
Pour out any remaining water from the tank.
Add a little warm water with some mild kitchen detergent to clean
and wipe it dry with a cleaning cloth gently.
Do not use other acids or enzymes detergent, as this may cause
damage to the machine.
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Safety Rules
Please check below to avoid malfunction of the unit:
Do not switch on power if the water tank is empty.
Clean regularly as per Maintenance instructions.
Always unplug before cleaning or maintenance.
Do not pour water out through the air outlet.
Use a measuring cup to add water into the tank, do not fill water
directly from the water pipe, to avoid overflow.
Always keep a stable and flat surface. Do not put on carpet, duvet
or unstable areas.
Do not let it mist directly to furniture, clothing, walls, etc.
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Keep away from direct sunlight, heat sources, air conditioners or
fans.
Keep away from electrical equipment, such as TV or audio
equipment.
Rest 60 minutes to restart after a long usage to avoid potential
damage of the atomization piece.
Do not use sparkling water. Tap water and mineral water are usable.
Do not move the product while it's working or touch any part of the
unit with wet hands in case of electric shock.
Keep away from children and pets.
In case of abnormal smell, sound or heating, please refrain from
usage.
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Troubleshooting
If product doesn’t work properly, please check the following table for
some common troubleshooting reference:
Will not switch on or switch off
Is there enough water in the tank?
- Please add water to the tank
Is the power cord connected properly?
- Please disconnect, check cables and re-connect carefully
Water leakage from product
Cover and inner are not installed properly?
- Remove and reinstall correctly, so mist can be released freely.
Low temperature or high humidity?
- Under these conditions, the mist may condense quickly into
water droplets.
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No mist or abnormal mist

Not enough water? Or too much water?
- Please add a suitable amount of water in the tank, water must
never be filled over 200ml (MAX) line.
Dirt on the atomization piece
- Please refer to maintenance instructions to remove and re-install
correctly, so mist can be released freely.
Cover and inner cover not installed properly? Dirt on the air suction
port on the underside of the base?
- If there is too much dust on the air suction port, the mist will be
restricted. Clean the area.

